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CANI ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM CONTINUES THROUGH MAY 15

CANI (Community Action of Northeast Indiana) continues to accept new applications for energy assistance for all of its offices in Allen, DeKalb, LaGrange, Noble, Steuben, and Whitley counties until May 15, 2015. The Energy Assistance Program (EAP) helps pay a portion of a household’s heating bills during the winter months. Help is available for both renters and homeowners. Eligible households receive the benefit one time per heating season. Those that have received the assistance since October 1, 2014 are not eligible to reapply.

Applicants may complete the paper application and submit it for processing or call to schedule an appointment. Applications can be found on CANI’s web site www.canihelp.org. Appointments may be made by calling CANI’s dedicated appointment line 24 hours a day at 1-800-589-2264 or going to the online scheduler on the web site, www.canihelp.org.

CANI helps communities, families, and individuals remove the causes and conditions of poverty. For more information about CANI and the services provided, see www.canihelp.org.
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